
Highlights

• Increasing global risks make for a less favorable external

context to Brazil, with China’s slowdown in growth,

tapering in the US and rising global energy costs;

• We maintain our GDP growth projection at 5.3% for this

year, and 1.3% for next, but caution for a downward bias;

• Inflation remains pressured by global and domestic

factors. We increased our IPCA forecast for this year to

9.0% (from 8.4%), and to 4.0% (from 3.7%) for next year;

• An even higher inflation in 2022 is prevented by tighter

monetary policy – which we revised to 9.25% for the Selic

terminal rate, from 8.50%. Convergence of the IPCA to the

target rate should take place only in 2023.

• We keep our exchange rate forecast at 5.2 reais per US

dollar for this year, and at 5.1 for 2022. However,

uncertainties should keep volatility high.

• The main risk to the domestic scenario remains on the

fiscal front. It is crucial that the government guarantees a

balanced budget for 2022, one that preserves the bulk of

the current fiscal framework.
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XP Forecasts

2018 2019 2020 2021 (F) 2022 (F)

GDP growth (%) 1.3 1.1 -4.1 5.3 1.3

Unemployment rate (% s.a., end of period) 12,2 11.5 14.7 12.8 12.0

IPCA (CPI, 12m, %) 3.8 4.3 4.5 9.0 3.9

SELIC rate (% p.y., end of period) 6.50 4.50 2.00 8.25 9.25
FX (USDBRL, end of period) 3.9 4.0 5.2 5.20 5.10
Primary fiscal balance (% GDP) -1.6 -0.9 -9.5 -1.1 -0.7
Gross debt (% GDP) 75.3 74.3 88.8 80.4 83.1
Trade Balance (USD Bn) 46.6 35.2 50.4 67.4 58.7
Exports (USD Bn) 231.9 221.2 209.2 278.1 284.2
Imports (USD Bn) 185.3 185.9 158.8 210.6 225.5
Current Account (USD Bn) -51.5 -65.0 -25.9 -18.7 -23.8
Current Account (% GDP) -2.7 -3.5 -1.8 -1.1 -1.3
FDI (USD Bn) 78.2 69.2 34.2 50.0 60.0
FDI (% GDP) 4.1 3.7 2.4 3.1 3.4

Source: IBGE, BCB, Bloomberg. Forecasts (F): XP Investimentos.



Risks have risen globally, adding uncertainty to an already cloudy domestic scenario.

China has been slowing down more than expected, amid Evergrande debt woes, growing regulatory control

and energy shortages. In the US, the Fed should start reducing monetary stimulus soon – what, albeit needed,

rises global risk aversion and uncertainty. Europe is also threatened by the sharp rise in natural gas prices, a

supply shock that could turn into a global energy crisis.

In the base scenario, the global scenario is still positive for Brazil. But (fat) tail risks, at the very least, should

make markets more volatile and keep risk premium pressured.

In Brazil, the usual risks: high inflation, budget deadlock, political polarization and (our homemade) energy

crisis.

The baseline scenario is also not one of rupture. A sub-optimal solution to the budget deadlock is feasible, and

inflation should decline on the back of global slowdown and monetary tightening by the Central Bank.

But the risks, especially on the fiscal front, remain high.

Congress approved a subsidized kitchen gas program for next year, and mounting inflation should drive the

INPC (index that adjusts most of government’s mandatory spending) above 9% by year end. These can add

close to R$ 10bn to the already large R$ 70bn budget hole estimated based on the government’s initial draft

bill. Therefore, the court ordered payments constitutional amendment (PEC dos Precatórios) and the

compression of discretionary spending might not be enough.

The next 30 days will be crucial to ensuring a balanced budget in 2022 that preserves the bulk of current fiscal

framework.
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We are increasingly comfortable with US’s growth perspectives for next year.
We believe the US economy will grow an above-potential 3.8% next year, on
the back of strong investment expansion and lingering domestic demand,
thanks to continued recovery in employment and still above average
personal savings (see chart).

Meanwhile, our models continue to show that both headline and core inflation
are likely to end the year below the 2%, on the back of the diminishment of
the pandemic-related supply shocks, a decelerating economy and a wide
employment gap.

In this context, we continue to think that liftoff will only take place in 2023,
most likely during the second quarter, and that the US economy will find
neutrality at 1.75-2% (not at 2.5%, as the Fed currently expects).

Nonetheless, tapering should come soon. The FOMC stopped short of
announcing the taper timeline in September, but Chairman Powell did
suggest the tapering process will advance at a $15 billion per month pace
(our translation of the “tapering ending around mid-2022 may be appropriate”
sentence).

In the Eurozone, in turn, the ECB decided to slow down its asset purchases,
but made it clear that policy will remain ultra-loose for a very long time. The
ECB raised its 2021 inflation forecast well above the 2% target, but it also
underscored that upward pressures are largely transitory in nature. This
approach is consistent with our view that rates will remain unchanged until,
at least, 2024.

In China, the recent weeks brought risks in different fronts. The Evergrande
debacle, retail sales losing steam, excessive regulation, energy shortage.
Still, we believe that lingering low inflation at the consumer level will provide
the Chinese CB with material degrees of freedom to react to arrest some of
the economic slowdown now taking place.

Last, but not least, ballooning energy prices are an increase headwind for
global growth. Energy prices are soaring, amid supply crunch in oil and
natural gas. Brent oil roared above 80 dollars a barrel, on signs that demand
is running ahead of supply and depleting inventories. Natural gas surged to a
fresh seven-year high in the US and Europe, on concerns about tight winter
supplies.
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Brazil

Economic Activity – Greater heterogeneity across 

sectors

Rising mobility and service sector’s robust recovery are the current main

drivers of Brazil’s economy. The rebound of activities more sensitive to

economic reopening (e.g., food and accommodation services, tourism,

social and corporate events, education and health services) has been

playing a leading role in driving growth since mid-Q2 - what should remain

the case in coming months.

China – weaker-than-expected domestic 
demand

Retail Sales (YoY % ch.)

Source: Bloomberg. By: XP

Rising energy prices

Natural Gas TFF Netherlands - 5 days 

Moving Average (EUR/Mwh)

Source: Bloomberg. By: XP

US – Above-average savings support solid 
consumption expected ahead

As % of disposable income

Source: Bloomberg. By: XP



Retailing segments also benefit from the loosening of sanitary restrictions

(greater in-store shopping), but real sales are growing at a slower pace.

High and widespread inflation reduces household disposable income,

especially among the low-income groups, and the sharp contraction in

consumer confidence in September reflects such dynamics.

Meanwhile, bottlenecks in global supply chains and the water-energy crisis

remain key constraints to industrial production. Supply shortages and rising

producer prices have reduced output in several manufacturing activities.

Many companies suffer from longer input delivery periods, malfunctioning

logistic services and challenges for importing intermediate goods. Some

manufacturing segments, such as motor vehicles and electronic products,

should not see normalization before the second half of 2022.

Furthermore, the industrial sector struggles with the steep rise in electricity,

fuels and plastic prices and other essential goods for production and

distribution processes. The hydrological crisis, high energy commodity

prices (especially oil and gas) and depreciated (and very volatile) exchange

rate should also act as important headwinds for the local manufacturing

industry in the short term.

Therefore, we maintain the 2021 GDP growth forecast at 5.3%, but with a

downward bias. The great heterogeneity in the recent data explains the

maintenance of our baseline scenario for 2021 GDP growth (5.3%). This

expectation is tilted to the downside, nevertheless, mainly due to increasing

concerns about the supply capacity of the domestic industry. Considering

the activity indicators released in recent weeks, our tracking for Q3 GDP

growth is 0.5% QoQ (4.9% YoY) – down from 0.7% QoQ (5.2% YoY), as per

last report.

There are additional sources of uncertainty regarding Q3 GDP results

(scheduled to be published on December 2nd): (I) incorporation of the

revised annual GDP data series; (II) labor market conditions, followed by the

PNAD (National Household Sample Survey), whereby the recent (partial)

return to in-person surveys signal improved data collection; and (III)

recovery of public administration, health and education services, given the

challenges in monitoring the normalization of these activities (particularly

of public schools).

For 2022 GDP growth, our expectation remains at 1.3%. On the one hand, the

tighter monetary policy expected for the coming months (as discussed

below) should lead to weaker investment performance and durable goods

consumption. On the other hand, the outlook for agricultural crops is more

benign (we expect Agriculture and Livestock GDP to expand by 3% next

year) and there are mounting signs of recovery on the labor market front.

We note that 2022 GDP growth projection considers a statistical carryover

effect of nearly 1%.
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Falling consumer confidence suggests slower 
domestic demand ahead

Seasonally-adjusted series. Feb-20=100.

Source: FGV and IBGE. By: XP

Manufacturing severely affected by input 
shortages

Seasonally adjusted series. Feb-20 = 100.

Source: IBGE. By: XP.
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The latest releases of labor market data have brought encouraging signs,

although the return of total employment to pre-pandemic levels should occur

only at the end of 2022. The results recently presented by the CAGED and

PNAD surveys corroborate our scenario of improving labor market

conditions. In addition to the resilience of formal jobs, informal employment

have benefited from increased mobility and the rebound of services provided

to families and civil construction (labor intensive activities).

That said, we believe that the total employed population should return to pre-

crisis levels (around 93.5 million) at the end of 2022, due to the modest pace

of economic growth next year. Hence, we anticipate that the national

unemployment rate will reach 12.8% at the end of 2021 (from 14.7% in

Dec/20 and 13.6% in Jul/21) and 12.0% at the end of 2022.

Real household disposable income is expected to grow next year, but

moderately. The aggregate wage should remain on a recovery path

alongside employment recovery, and we expect the federal government to

deliver on its enlarged Bolsa Familia promise. However, the (likely) end of

pandemic-related government emergency benefits (bear in mind the

ongoing discussions involving the extension of the emergency financial aid

into next year) should act as a counterweight, moderating the increase in

household disposable income.

Finally, important risks are still present. Our base case does not incorporate

electricity rationing, but its likelihood is not negligible (around 20%, as per

our estimates). Moreover, caution to the risks of a more acute slowdown in

the global economy (drawing from a potential energy crisis), and the return

of acute fiscal risk on the domestic front – as detailed in our final section.

Inflation – Cost pressure persists

We revised 2021 IPCA inflation from 8.4% to 9%, due to the combination of

cost shock with acceleration in services prices.

At the first of the year, among the factors that contributed to this change, we

note the following: i) the rise in commodity prices (CRB increased 27% only

in 2021); ii) exchange rate depreciation (the real rose from 4.26 to 5.43 per

dollar, up 27% since the beginning of 2020); iii) higher input costs for

industry, due to bottlenecks in supply chains during the pandemic; and

finally iv) the water crisis, which particularly impacted food and energy

prices.

As of the second half of the year, these factors were added to the rise in

service prices. As we know, social distancing measures imposed to contain

the covid-19 impacts on the economy directly impacted the consumption of

services. With the removal of most of these restrictive measures, the

consumption of these services has gradually returned to normal. To

illustrate, accumulated service sector inflation in 2020 was 1.73%; so far in

2021, it has reached 1.94% in the accumulated figure. We expect prices to

continue accelerating and reach 4.5% by year-end.

Employment recovery should continue as the 
economic reopens

Employed Population (millions)

Source: PNAD/IBGE. By: XP.

Commodity prices still on the rise both in USD 
and in BRL

CRB Index (100 Jan/2018)

Source: Bloomberg

More pressure in the pipeline

IPCA and PPI, Industrials (MoM % Ch.)

Source: IBGE e FGV. By: XP



Since the last Macro monthly report, when we projected the 2021 IPCA at

8.4%, IPCA-15 and the IGP-M for September signaled widespread and still

persistent inflation. High-frequency surveys also show that prices

continue to rise, both at the producer and consumer levels. Additionally,

rising oil prices further increased the gap between domestic and

international fuel prices, which should lead Petrobras to readjust gasoline

price once again (last week it raised the price of diesel oil by 9%).

For 2022, we project inflation at 3.9% (previously at 3.7%). For prices to

cool down next year, we consider the following factors: i) a 5% drop in the

agricultural commodities index (measured by the CRB); ii) mild currency

appreciation throughout the year (see external sector); iii) contractionary

monetary policy (see monetary policy); iv) slowdown in economic activity,

amid high unemployment and real growth of only 0.6% in household

disposable income (see economic activity); and v) gradual normalization

industrial inputs supply.

In this scenario, market prices should increase 3.8% in 2022, while

managed goods should grow 4.2%.
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External Sector – Same forecast, higher volatility

Since our last monthly report, there have been no significant changes in

domestic fundamentals that affect the exchange rate.

Our balance of payments forecasts for 2021 have remained roughly

unchanged since our last monthly report. We forecast a trade balance of

$67.4 billion (Ministry of the Economy metrics) and $42.4 billion (Central

Bank metrics). For the Current Account, we project -$18.7 billion (-1.1% of

GDP) and for FDI, $50 billion net inflows. In other words: financial inflows

will comfortably cover the (narrow) current account deficit.

For 2022, we project a current account deficit of $23.8 billion. For the IDP,

we project US$ 60 billion, which denotes a reversal to the pre-pandemic

average.

Source: BCB. By: XP

Current Account deficit to remain at 
historically low levels

US$ Billions

More pressure in the pipeline

IPCA and PPI, Foodstuff (MoM % Ch.)

Source: IBGE e FGV. By: XP

Lower inflation does not mean lower prices

Industrialized goods

Source: IBGE e FGV. By: XP



Undervalued: BRL decoupled from commodity 
prices

Source: BCB. By: XP
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Market inflation forecasts for next year remain on the rise, spurred by cost-

push and inflation inertia from higher 2021 IPCA. This puts the BC at a

crossroads.

One strategy might be to intensify the monetary tightening to bring 2022

IPCA to the target, and then start easing right away to avoid too low

inflation in 23. The plus side of this would be ensuring inflation closer to

the target path, but at the cost of high output volatility.

The second alternative would be to smooth the cycle: a modestly high

interest rate (although still contractionary), but one that would last longer.

The BCB would accept inflation above the target in 2022, aiming for

convergence in 2023. Economic output volatility would be lower and

would prevent the BCB from cutting rates during the electoral campaign.

We used our inflation model to simulate the two scenarios. In the first

scenario, the Copom raises the Selic rate to 11% in May of next year,

before slowing down as early as the second half of 2022. In the second,

the BCB takes the Selic rate to 9.25% (somewhat above the current Focus

scenario), keeping it there until the end of 2022 (see chart). Both rate

paths lead IPCA to the target in 2023.

The second alternative seems superior in our view, from a loss-function

viewpoint. Especially since the above-target inflation of 22 is largely

justified by a supply shock and will most likely lie within the target range.

In any event, the BCB does not need to make this decision now: in the

short term, it will continue to raise the Selic by 100 pbs per meeting,

keeping a hawkish tone. But next year, when 2023 gains relevance on the

monetary policy horizon, we believe the Copom will slow down.

Therefore, we revised our terminal rate forecast from 8.50% to 9.25%, with

two more increases of 100 bps this year, one of 75 bps in February and a

final one of 25 bps in March 2022.

Monetary Policy – Convergence in 2023

Fiscal – Acute fiscal risk back on the picture, 
despite positive short-term results

Short-term fiscal scenario remained favourable in August.

Despite the first signs of a gradual slowdown, tax revenue remains strong

– boosted by high commodity prices, a weak currency and still recovering

economic output (increasingly more reliant on the service sector).

Therefore, on the back of continuously robust external accounts and still

elevated commodity prices, the context suggests an undervalued BRL.

However, economic and political uncertainties, both locally and globally,

should keep risk premium at high levels.

Therefore, we maintain our exchange rate forecasts of R$5.20 for 2021

and R$5.10 for 2022. But caution that market volatility tends to increase.

Copom will probably smooth the cycle, aiming 
IPCA at the target in 2023

Selic rate, %

Source: BCB and XP
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Regional governments have also been playing a key role on the positive

short-term story (with Rio de Janeiro’s sewage company helping August’s

results, in particular). This helped driving down government’s primary

deficit and gross debt in August - to 1.57% of GDP (12-month accm.) and

82.7% of GDP, respectively.

The monthly results are consistent with our 1.1% projection for this year’s

primary deficit in GDP terms. On the other hand, we revised our debt/GDP

expectation to 80.4% (from 78.6%), reflecting a higher Selic, and

adjustments to nominal GDP (from lower iron ore prices).

Nonetheless, in line with our view for the past months, structural

uncertainties remain the main driver of risk perception on the fiscal front.

It’s still now clear how the government will untangle the court-ordered

payments conundrum within next year’s budget, neither how it intends to

fund an enlarged Bolsa Família (or an extension to the Emergency Aid

currently in place). Added to an increasingly tight budget lead by

pressured inflation, these uncertainties bring acute fiscal risk perception

back to the forefront of the debate.

Beyond specific budget room and/ or program sizes, recurrent attempts

to create new and permanent spending beyond the constitutional ceiling

represent the main risk at stake. These weaken the existing legal

framework as the main anchor for Brazil’s debt (and fiscal) sustainability.

Our current scenario contemplates the hypothesis of a legal alternative to

pending court-ordered payments, which would be enough to fit higher

inflation and a R$ 30bn boost to Bolsa Família. Our hypothesis for primary

deficit and gross debt incorporates that government will honor the R$

89 bn due of judicial payments in full next year – total or partially

unaccounted within the ceiling.

However, the constitutional amendment currently discussed in Congress

(PEC dos Precatórios) and the compression of discretionary spending

might soon not be enough. Congress just approved a subsidized cooking

gas program for next year, and mounting inflation should drive the INPC

(index that adjusts most of government’s mandatory spending) above 9%

by year end. These can add close to R$ 10bn to the already large R$ 70bn

budget hole estimated based on the government’s initial draft bill.

That said, we maintain our primary deficit projection at 0.7% of GDP for

next year (considering a slight improvement on the revenue end), for now.

As for gross debt, we expect it to end 2022 at 83.1% of GDP (from 81.7%

last month) – a reflection of the Central Bank’s stronger tightening cycle.

Regional governments boosted monthly results

Primary balance, States and Mun. Ac.12M, as % of GDP

Source: Central Bank of Brazil and XP 
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XP Forecasts

2018 2019 2020 2021 (F) 2022 (F)

GDP growth (%) 1.3 1.1 -4.1 5.3 1.3

Unemployment rate (% s.a., end of period) 12,2 11.5 14.7 12.8 12.0

IPCA (CPI, 12m, %) 3.8 4.3 4.5 9.0 3.9

SELIC rate (% p.y., end of period) 6.50 4.50 2.00 8.25 9.25
FX (USDBRL, end of period) 3.9 4.0 5.2 5.20 5.10
Primary fiscal balance (% GDP) -1.6 -0.9 -9.5 -1.1 -0.7
Gross debt (% GDP) 75.3 74.3 88.8 80.4 83.1
Trade Balance (USD Bn) 46.6 35.2 50.4 67.4 58.7
Exports (USD Bn) 231.9 221.2 209.2 278.1 284.2
Imports (USD Bn) 185.3 185.9 158.8 210.6 225.5
Current Account (USD Bn) -51.5 -65.0 -25.9 -18.7 -23.8
Current Account (% GDP) -2.7 -3.5 -1.8 -1.1 -1.3
FDI (USD Bn) 78.2 69.2 34.2 50.0 60.0
FDI (% GDP) 4.1 3.7 2.4 3.1 3.4

Source: IBGE, BCB, Bloomberg. Forecasts (F): XP Investimentos.
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